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When permanent defo¡mation in asphatt pavements is predicted by elastic
analysis and repeated-load triaxial testing, problems arise in the tension
zone because of tensile stress in both horizontal directions. This stress
situation cannot be directly reproduced in the triaxial test. An approach is
suggested to deal with this problem in parti.cular a¡rd with pavemðnt mate-
rials characterization in general. It recognizes that straiñs developing in
any particulate material depend on the combi.nation of mean normal strèss
and octahedral shear stress. These stress invaria¡rts are functions of the
principal stresses but are independent of their directions. Triaxial tests
can be more flexibly used by reproducing the appropriate values of tàese
stress invariants rather than the in situ principal strãsses. Measurement
of verticaland lateral strainsduring the test permits the evaluation of cor-
responding strain invariantsthatcanbe used to calculatethe in situ vertical
straì.n, which is of interest in rut depth prediction. Elastic analysis indi-
cates that the suggested approach should lead to better predictions of per-
manent deformation in high temperatures and thick iayers. The very high
tensile stresses associatedwith lower temperatures and Ûrinner layerä stiIl,
however, present a problem because only one tensile stress can be apphed
in the triaxial test,

'OVER the last few years, increasing attention has been directed to problems of de-
veloping suitable, analytically based procedures for the prediction of permanent defor-
mation in flexible pavements (! 3r _q 4 !), particularLy the asphalt tayèr. At t¡e present
time tlle most promising approãchTs-based on linear or nonlinear elastic a.nalysis of the
structure and the results of repeated-Ioad triaxial, or creep, testing of materials. Re-
lationships between the imposed stresses a¡d the resulting þêrmaneñt strains are ap-
plied to the in situ stress situation, and the total permanent surface deformation is
arrived at by summation of vertical permanent strains throughout the depth of the
structure,

The repeated-Ioad tria¡rial test programs associated with this work have concen-
trated on trying to reproduce the in situ pri.ncipal stress conditions occurring beneath
the center line of the applied wheel J.oad, and this approach seems reasonable for the
compressive stress conditions encountered in the upper part of the asphalt layer and
in the unbou¡rd layers of the pavement. However, for the lower part oÌ the asphalt
layer, where tensile horizontal stresses develop in both the lateial and longitudinal
directions, approximations and assumptions have had to be made because tensile stress
can only be applied in one direction in the triaxial test. A comparison of stress condi-
tions in the two situations is shown in Figure 1.

The approach previously adopted (3,4) is shown in Figure 2. The in situ vertical
strain at any point is equated to the applopriate axial or radial strain in the triaxial
test depending on the position in the layer being considered. using Ûris approach,
Morris et al. G) and Mcl,ean and Monismith (Ð obtai¡ed different permarteït strain
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Figure 1. Stress conditions'

Figure 2. Previous approach fordetermining vertical permanent straln'
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Figure 3. General in situ stress situation.
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Variations with depth. This suggests that the method may not be so sound as their pre-

dictions for permanent deformition at the surface suggest. Furthermore' even if the

disparity of itress conditions in the tension zone shown in Figure 2 is ignored, and

Mo^rris iO) tas indicated that ttrere may be some iustification for this, the procedure

i;;"1ï iáia fo" tocations on t]re center line of the wheel load where the principal
planes are vertical a¡rd horizontal.

Figure 3 shows in two dimensions an element oriented vertically from tl¡e pavement'

tirá iñdication is tåat, in general, the principal stresses do noJ act vertically and hori-
zontally. Since the ri* ¿"ptft prediction always requires that the vertical in situ per-

manent. stra.in be determined, some procedure, independent of ttre directions of the

principal stress, is required if the tiia¡riat test is to be used for this purpose' Sqch

äa approacn uses stresi invariants, which are frnctions of t'he principal stresses but

*" irraup"ttdent of ttre orientation of the æres. Corresponding strain invariants can be

determined irom the laboratory tests, and better estimates of the in situ vertical strain

can be obtained.
Alttrough it is true that the maximum permanent deformation occurs beneatì the

center of the wheel load, in practice ttris is not a fixed location and, particularly in tlte

transverse direction, the deîormation occurring off the alds is important.
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STRESS INVARIANTS

In a three-dimensional stress system at a point where the principal stresses ârê o1,

oz, ârid os, considerations of equilibrium indicate the following three stress invariants:

Ir=õrtOz*Os

Iz=Ot9z*OzOa*OsOr

I¡ = orOzos

So that the in situ stress conditions in a test system cån be reproduced, the values
of 11¡ 12¡ afld Is are required even if their component principal stresses differ.

An easier physical interpretation of a three-dimensional stress system is obtained
by considering the applied stresses to be divided into those causing volume change and
those causing shear distortion. Appropriate stress functions for mea¡ normal stress
a1'e

þ ='/"(o, + oz + o3)

a¡rd for octahedral shear stress are

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(?)

loct = %

r oct is a furction of Ir and Iz, but p = '/zIt, arid hence these two parameters are also
invariants.

If these two stress functions alone are used, the invaria.nt Is is not considered.
However, this is the normal procedure when particulate materials are dealt with, and
I am not aware of evidence to suggest that Is is a significant parameter. In addì.tion,
its physicai meaning is difficult to define.

The approach suggested by Freeme (7), based on plasticity theory, goes some way
toward solving the problem but concernlonly the shear stress function and ignores
mean normal stress, which is of considerable significance for particulate materials.

If, for simplicity, the in situ stress condition beneath the center of a single wheel
load is considered, tlten ot = o" = vs¡liçal stress, and oz = os = o" = horizontal stress.
Hence, the normal and shear stress invariants can be written as

P ='/t(o, + 2o")

arrd

q=(o,-o")= (z/Jz)ro"t

The deviator stress q has been introduced in keeping with soil mecha¡rics practice (8).
In the conventional triaxial compression test, the vertical stress is oi and the
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confining stress is 03. However, the in situ conditions in the tension zone dictate that
tensile vertical stress needs to be applied in the triaxial test. Therefore, when a con-
ventional positive sign for compression is used, the lateral stress becomes the major
principat stress o1, âûd the axial stress becomes 03 as shown in Figure 1.

Hence, for the triaxial test, the values of p and q may be defined as follows:

p = 
il (2or + os)

and

q=(oi-os)

The triaxial test program should be planned so that the combinations of p and q that
are applied to the test samples are the same as the in situ combinations for the point
concerned.

Strains measured in the,triaxial test need to be tra¡rslated to the in situ situation by
equating the appropriate invariants, ttre same approach that was used for stresses.
Here again the physical interpretation is helpful. The mea¡r normal stress p causes
volume change, the corresponding strain invariant is the volumetric strain v, and the
octahedral shear stress catrses a corresponding shear strain. These strains are de-
fined for conditions in the triaxial test as

v=26r+€s (10¡

and

(8)

(e)

.loct = lþ^n) nl (e, - <,)

and for the in situ situation as

v-6r+2€,

and

7o"t =[(2.Æ)tz) (e" - e")

( 11)

(12)

( 13)

where y oct is the octahedral shear strain. Both €r and €s must be determined in the
triærial test so that v a¡rd yoct may be calculated. Then, solving equations 12 and 13

for €,, which is the required in situ strain, gives

€"=n/r€t-r/s€s (i4)
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IN SITU STRESS CONDITIONS

The extent to which the suggested approach can be used to reproduce the tension zone
stress conditions was investigated by using the BISTRO computer program to analyze
a rarlge of pavement siructures (9). The structures are shown in Figure 4, and some
details of them are given in Table 1.

For the asphalt layer, two tåicknesses were chosen to represent the range likely to
occur in practical situations in which permanent deformation of this layer could be ex-
pected to be significant. Temperature conditions below 25 C were not considered since
little permanent deformation is likely below this level. Structures with 40 C penetrat-
ing to a depth of 300 mm are rather unrealistic, but systems g to L2 recognize that
temperature gradients do occur. Clearly other combinations of temperature and layer
thiclsless are possible, but sufficient data emerged from those selected to arrive at
certain conclusions.

The two subgrade conditions represent tlte range likely to occur in practice. The
granular subbase was excluded from systems 9 to 12 because the earlier calculations
showed that support conditions did not have a large effect on stresses in the asphatt
layer. This conclusion is indirectly supported by Mclean and Monismith (!.).

Each system was loaded with a single, standard 40-kN wheel tõád haviñB-a contact
pressure of 500 kPa. For all systems the variation of vertical and horizontal stress
with depth on the center li¡e of the load was evaluated. Based on these basic data,
the variation of both p arrd q with depth was calculated.

Figures 5 a.nd 6 show stress distributions for two of the systems that were analyzed.
The variation of mean normal stress is similar to that for horizontal stress. A zone
is shown near the top of the layer where the horizontal stress is greater than the ver-
tical stress. Ihis causes the deviator stress to assume a negative value relative to
the situation lower in the layer. Horizontal stress changes from compressive to tensile
at 100 mm in Figure 5 and at 300 mm in Figure 6. This defines the top of the tension
zoîe.

Corresponding values of p and q from all the systems analyzed fall within the black
area shown in Figure 7. These combinations, representing the ra.nge of tikety practical
conditions, only occupy a small part of Figure 7. The changing stress conditions
moving down through a layer are shown in Figure ? from bottom right to top left on
t^he p-q relationship. The extremities are all for the 100-mm layer; values for the
300-mm layer generally fatl witÌ¡in the square formed by the dotted lines through
+1000 kPa on both axes.

This area is enlarged in Figure I so that variations due to differences in the various
structures can be identified. Layer thickness is the variable having most influence on
the shape and position of the p-q relationship. Increasing the temperature or the
strength of subgrade support tends to increase the nonlinearity of the relationship and
shorten its length.

The primary purpose of this investigation was to check whether all points within the
black zone of Figure 7 could be reproduced i¡ the triaxial test. The limitation of the
test for compressive values of p is provided by the capacity of the cetl. Triaxiat cells
are generally designed for pressures up to about 1000 kPa, but special-purpose, high-
pressure cells are available so that all points having compressive values of p can be
accommodated.

The test limitations in the tension zone are provided by the situation of a u¡riaxial
tension test, i.e., or = 0. This condition is represented by

çI = -3P ( 15)

and is shown in Figure 7. This limitation is more severe than any other occurring in
the compression zone, because only points to the right of this line can be reproduced in
the triaxial test. However, the more detailed Figure I shows that systems 4 and 8
terminate only slightly to the left of the line, a = -3p. In addition, design calculations



Figure 4. Pavement systems
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Table 1. lnformation from pavement analyses'

Thickness 100 & 300 mm

Temp 25 & 40"C
+ grodrents

Thicknes = 200 mm

Modulus = 2.5 tires
subgrode modulus

I Not used for syslems 912 I

cBR 2&7%
llcdulus = 20 & 70 MN/m2

Contæt press.= 500 kN/m2
rod iu s ,='160 m m

System Temperature subgrade
Number (deg C) (Percent)

Thicknes s
oI Layer Compressiorr
(mnr) Zone

Depth (percentage oI layer thickness)

Limit for
Triuial To
Testing oz - or

Minimum
Thi.ckness
of Lowest Nunber oI
Subtayer Sublayers oI
(percentage of ApProximately
layer thickness) Equal Thick¡ess

1

1

1

10

59 48 84
68 4'.1 64
66 46 68
95 44 10
?0 22 60
?5 20 50
?3 18 54
88 12 24
62 50 ?6,?1 50 58
1'.t 10 46
'|'.| 0 46

100 52
100 55
100 54
100 6?
300 52
300 53
300 53
300 58
100 55
100 60
300 6?
300 6',1

240

440
525
640

840
I 40to30

10 40 to 30
11 40 to 20
12 40 to 20

Figure 5. Stress

distributions through a

100-mm layer.

Figure 6. Stress

distributions through a

300-mm layer.
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Figure 7. ln situ relationship between p and q'

Figure L Relationships between p and q for various conditions'
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for permanent deformation do not necessarily require details right down to the bottom

of the layer.

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN CALCULATIONS

Figures 5 a¡rd 6 a¡rd Table 1 show the extent of the compression zone and the depth of

Ûre surface zone in which the horizontal stress exceeds the vertical stress. This latter
zone has been identified because the definitions of major and minor principal str€ss
are reversed both in situ a¡rd in the triaxial test. This, however, has not been done

here because interest is mainly focused on the problems of the tension zone'

For design calculations to predict permaneni deformation, the asphalt tayer is sub-

divided into a number of subliyers. The position of the center of the lowest of these

is AictateO by the lowest pointior which slress-strain data are availabLe from the tri-
a:cial test. it nigo"e 5 is used as an example, this lowest point is 5 mm from the

notto*, a¡rd henãe 10- x Lo-mm sublayers-could be used for analysis. Thi-s yoÏ-Id
p;ñõ deþiled information on the vaiiation of permanent deformation with depth.

The case shovrn in Figure 6 is not so good beõause the lowest sublayer would need

to be 180 mm thick. Thã remaining 120 mm could be either treated as one layer or

subdivided into thinner ones.
Tabte 1 gives the thickness of the lowest sublayer and the suggested number of sub-

tayers of afproximately equal thickness lor atl the systems investigated
For conditions in wtrictr the layer is thin and the temperature low or the subgrade

support weak, no subdivision of the layer is possible. Fortuna.tely these are conditions

in which the contribution of the asphali tayefto permanent deformation is Likely to be

minimal. In these cases, the stress conditions at the center of the layer and the cor-
responding strains represent the average situation for the whole layer' If layers are

Urict<, teniperatures are high, and subgrade support is strong,-more sublayers are

porríniu, äitnougtr in severãl'cases ottiy two can be used, one for average conditions

in the tension zone and one for the compression zone' However, further subdiviSion

is possible for the latter.
until design calculations using the approach suggested in this paper have been at-

te*pte¿, it1¡ii11 be difficuit to deiide irow many sublayers are really necessary. Clearly
a taige íumber provide greatest accuracy in predicting permanent strain. However,

becaùse the permanent slrain variation with depth is not yet well-established, the mini-
mum number of layers required for a particuJ.ar design situation carx¡ot be specified.

It is also necessary in thié context to lmow the importance of the asphalt layer in rela-
iion to the rest of ihe structure insofar as the potential for permanent deformation is

concerned,

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results have shown that, although the suggested approach can deal with the tension

zone to a limited extent, which, in many cases, may be adequate for design calculations,

there are still situationi of higÍr tensile stress that cannot be reached because of the

Iimitations of the triærial test. For a better understa¡rding of the seriousness of this

ii*it"tio", information is required from laboratory testing on the relative importance

of mean nôrmal stress a¡rd sñear stress. If one of the stresses can be sho"vn to have

much more effect on permanent strain than the other, t¡en this one at Least can be

appiied at the correcd level, *d th_u other approaches- can-be used if they are compat-

ibii witfr the limitation repíesented by the line, q = -3p, shown in Figure 7.

Any study of the relati'ie importanðe of p and I must recognize the fundamental

fact that volume change occurs^during shear for particulate materials' Ûr ot'Ìrer words

volumetric strain is i function of botñ p a¡rd e, a¡rd the same is likely to be true of

shear strain. Hence, the proposea teit progiam should investigate the effects of p

and q indePendentlY.
In alt the foregoing discussion of stress levels for laboratory testing, the values of
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p arrd q have been taken to be those occuring beneath the center of the load. Any point
in the pavement is subjected to stress pulses as the wheel moves along, and these p and
q values are therefore based on tlte peak values of such pulses. The actual stress path
taken to reach these peak values will depend on the shapes of the three principal stress
pulses.

In laboratory testing, it is normal to pulse the vertical and confining stresses mutu-
ally in phase or to apply a constant confining stress in conjunction with a cyclic vertical
stress. Figure 9 shows the different stress paths that can result.

P represents a point on the p-q relationship for the particular structure a¡rd can be
considered to be lying on one of the curves in Figure 8. O represents the starting point
and is the stress condition due to overburden pressure, which will be quite near zero
for the asphalt layer. If the vertical and confining stresses are pulsed in phase, the
stress path is the line OP (case a, Figure 9). If a constant cell pressure is applied
and P is still to represent the peak stress condition, then case b in Figure I repre-
sents the stress path. The essential difference is that the mean level of p(p,) increases,
and this will increase the stiffness of the material a¡rd reduce permanent deformation.
A better situation, involving constant cell pressure, is represented by case c, in which
p, is the same as for case a. This results from the application of a cell pressure equal
to the mean of the cyclic alternative.

The above points were illustrated by the results of work by Brown and Snaith (10),
who also investigated the effect of different compressive pulse tengths in a prelim-iñary
way. They concluded that for the conditions selected there was only a negligible effect
on permanent strain. The approximate relative pulse lengths and corresponding stress
paths they used are shown in Figure 10. Unequal stress pulses produced a slightly
higher value of pn and a correspondingiy higher permanent strain (10).

It would seem, therefore, that for a given peak value of q, the mean value of p must
be correctly reproduced in the laboratory test.

A reasonable correlation exists between the permanent strains developed in creep
tests a¡rd those from repeated load tests (5, 10). An alternative approach that elimi-
nates problems of stress path is to carryõu-t confined creep tests in which appropriate
values of vertical and confi¡ring stress are applied to represent a point such as P in
Figure 9. The corresponding strains and their variation with time can then be mon-
itored, and the information ca¡r be used as indicated in this paper.

The tension zone gives rise to another advantage of using cieep tests inasmuch as
fatigue cracking failure is likely under repeated-load conditions and its incidence is
clearly undesirable when permanent deformation is investigated.

Stress levels from three previous investigations compared with those suggested in
Figures ? a¡rd I are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

The zones used by Morris et aI. (4) in their factorial experiment are shown in Figure
11. There is a gap between their teñsion and compression tests, and the stress condi-
tions for the thick layer in their test track fall parUy in this gap. This would seem to
be u¡rdesi.rable for predicting in situ permanent deformation. The two zones, however,
fall within the limits established here.

The tests carried out by Brown a¡d Snaith (J.0) were not specifically related to in situ
stress conditions and fatl mainly outside the pfõposed testing zone (Figure 11). Their
u¡rconfined tests at lor¡¿ stress levels, however, do accommodate conditions near tùe
center of the layer. This is the gap in the tests of Morris et ai. (4).

The unconfined creep tests discussed by Van de Loo (5) wou.Ld f,aII on the same line,
q. = -3p, as most of the tests of Brown and Snaith (10). TTe major shortcoming of these
tests (5) and Freeme's approach (7), however, see-ms to be that they ignore the effect
of conf,ning stress.

The zone suggested by Mclean and Monismiih (3) from analyzing an experiment
carried outby Hofstra and Klomp (11) is shown inFigure 12. This was established
from calculations involving dual wdãel loads and includes stress conditions off the axis
of symmetry. In these circumstances, the difficulty arises of vertical and radi.al
stresses not being principal values (Figure 3), and it is not clear from this paper
whether this has been taken into account. The suggested stress zone for testing is
somewhat wider and shorter than that given in Figures 7 and 8 but can be entirely
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Figure 9. Stress paths for repeatsd loading'
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Figure 11. Stress conditions used by Morris et al. and Biown
and Snaith oompared with those from Figure 8.
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covered by the triaxial test. The stress conditions useci by Mclean and Monismith (X)

in analyziig an experiment carried out by Hofstra and Klomp (11) fall within the testing
,onu. 'ettftãogh the stress zones \rsed by other investigators aõ of the right order, the

i.nterpretation of their measured stra.ins was not in line with the proposals in this paper.

Use ðt equations iO to tS would produce a theoretically better answer, although i.t re-
mains to be seen whether it would improve predictions of rut depth.

All discussions in this paper and others tlat have been referred to deaLing with in
situ stress conditions frave riiieO on calculated values. The validity of such values'
particularly in the detail with which they have been used, has not been completely es-
iablished eiperimentally. Such confidence as has been built up in the use ol linear or
nonlinear elästic analys-es has been based on tensile strain values at the bottom of the

asphalt layer and on it"esses and strains in the subgrade and surface deflection' The

*easure*ent of stresses in asphalt layers has only been attempted in a preliminary
way (12). Itis somewhat easier to measure strains in this layer, and validation of

tne tfieóry could be obtained by tbis mearls. However, based on the assumpti'ons in
this papei, the relatively good predictions obtained for permanent deformation indicate
that ãeiaited validati.on of in situ stress conditions may not be necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

1. This paper outlines an improved approach to specifying stress conditions in lab-
oratory testi ôt pavement materials. The approach is based on the stress invariants,
mean normai stress, a¡ld octahedral shear stress.

Z. This approach overcomes some of the inherent disadvantages of the triaxial test.
In particula", Utu tension zone stresses in an asphalt layer can be reproduced more
acôurately under conditions when large permanent deformations are likely. Lower
temperatures and thin layers, however, do still present a problem'

3-. The stress conditions used in previous investigations are of the right order al-
though the interpretation of strain measurements can be improved'
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